
Infected Hint File 
*one puzzle per page 

 
 

   



Wrecked Car Card: 
 

1. Watch the Breaking News video to determine the last place one of the infected 
was sighted.   

2. Read the email that mentions where Benjamin was going. 
3. Read the 911 transcript and follow the path that Benjamin takes on the map. 
4. Use the name of the place where he ends up to unlock the QR code. 
5. Use the unlocked information in conjunction with something Benjamin says on 

the 911 report to place one of the missing persons in the correct cell.   
   



Wall Code/Red Letters 
 

1. A hint on how to translate these letters can be found on one of the chemical jugs.  
2. A=? 
3. Once you’ve determined what A equals using the decoder on the chemical jugs, 

use that information to correctly translate each letter on the wall.  
4. Example: A=Z, and B=Y, and C=X so it is the alphabet backwards. 
5. The decoded message from the wall will be used in conjunction with the 

photograph of the hash marks.   
6. The answer to the question posed will unlock the safe card.  

   



Alternating Rows of Numbers and 
Letters: 

 
1. Read the note on the back of the Periodic Table that mentions where this was 

found.  
2. The note left behind in that cell says, “No One Can Save Us.”   
3. Use the letter beneath every number that isn’t a 1 since the note says “No One.” 
4. Use the information gained from the puzzle solution to help put one of the 

missing persons in the correct cell.   
   



VFPD Missing Persons Card 
 

1. Send an email with the correct reference number to the email address on the 
card. 

2. Only one of the missing persons have a reference number. 
3. Use the information gained from the email to place one of the missing persons in 

the correct cell.   
   



Chemical Compounds Puzzle 
 

1. On Clayton Wilbanks’ notes, he lists several groupings of elements and describes 
them as a failsafe.   

2. Use the periodic table to determine the abbreviation for each element mentioned 
and use those abbreviations to create words.  

3. Once you have done this for all 4 lines, use the directions obtained in conjunction 
with the syringes found in the opened safe.  Based on the unit of measure and 
substance given, find the correct letter that represents each line of elements.   

4. Use the 4 letter password to unlock the computer monitor. 
   



Letters and Numbers (3 rows 
marked out) 

 
1. Once you’ve unlocked Clayton’s computer, he gives you vital information about 

“the game” that the missing women play in their cells.   
2. The first three winning items are represented by the lines that have been marked 

out (these have already been played). 
3. In his last mention of the game, Wilbanks says that the winner will be the one he 

injects.  Thus, the fourth winning item represents Patient Zero.   
4. In his description of the rules, Wilbanks says that the winner is the person who 

ends up with the winning item based on the directions he provides.   
5. Using the information on the computer screen, assign the correct items to each 

cell.  You should already have the correct missing person in the correct cell too at 
this point.   

6. Follow Clayton’s directions, using CW as clockwise and CCW as counter 
clockwise, moving the items around the cells in a circular pattern.  

7. Keep in mind the one rule Clayton put into place and wrote on the back of his 
wedding photo:  “Only cells that have life matter.”  This means skipping cells 
that are empty or contain someone who is dead.   

8. Determine which cell ends up with the ticket (winning item #4).  This is Patient 
Zero.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



How to place victim in the correct 
cell. 

 
 

1. To place Michelle Camp read Benjamin’s notes and listen to the audio file you 
get when you email the Valley Falls Police Department Missing Persons Hotline. 

2. To place Brandy Clingan read through the notes from Clayton Wilbanks, his 
darling loves something and Brandy has a tattoo of that something. 

3. To place Pam Cladwell solve the puzzle with 4 rows of alternating numbers and 
letters. You will need to have Brandy in her correct cell before you can place Pam 
in her correct cell. 

4. To place Sally Stallings read through the 911 transcript and unlock the car wreck. 
5. To place Lynn Price read through Benjamin’s Notes, one of the cells has a note 

that mentions something about a job that would match with Lynn’s job. 
6. To place Amanda Gurley read Claytons’ notes about who he tried the treatment 

on and notice when everyone was reported missing. Take note to what happened 
to the victim after the first treatment. Then read Benjamin’s notes. He mentions 
what call the dead body is in. 

7. To place Stacy Forbus read both Clayton Wilbanks’ notes and Benjamin’s notes. 
Clayton mentions something about the realtor and Benjamin mentions finding 
something in the cell at the end of the hallway. 

8. Cells C, E, and G are empty. 
 

 


